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Teaching children the art of Bookbinding is very
rewardilg. Their enthusiasm is infectious and their
creativity amazing. There is a small problem however.

Small children, from the age of 6 to 12, cannot safely
handle the accurate cutting of paper or board with a

bladed knife (scissors for this job are not suitable) so

therefore there is considerably more preparation needed
than in normal classes. Larger, blunter needles are used

which at worst might require a band aid for a pricked
finger, but using knives in a class of l0 could demand the
first aid kit or worse!

As much of the measuring and the entire cutting are done
before the class, the children can usually go home with
two types of bound books completed in a two-hour
session.

The 4 styles of binding I find the easiest and most
rewarding are:
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o Single section and/or Double single section binding.
This contains 24 or 48 pages ofcoloured photocopy
paper, 80gsm, approximate size 10cm x 7cm (A7).
It can be used for notebooks and diaries with
additional decoration and a pen attached.

r Japanese binding. This consists of 12 folded pages

of A.5 photocopy paper approximately 15cm x 10cm,
a decorative cover ofheavier paper, coloured thread
and beads.

r Piano binding. This uses small satay sticks and
coloured paper approximately 150gsm for book
block and cover. The finished size is 10cm x 8cm.

o The Concertina book contains a long strip of folded
white paper 120 to 150gsm and the same weight of
coloured paper for the folded covers.

AII the books can be imaginatively decorated with small
off-cuts of different scrap materials.
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The class teaches children simple sewing, measuring and
ruling accurately, learning about grain direction, the use
of scissors, following a template and it encourages the
use ofrecycled material for covers and decoration.

The single section, Japanese and concertina books can be
used for many purposes. The piano book is more for
decoration only.
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Due to insurance issues I have only taught in libraries
and schools where the insurance is covered by the
p articular institution.

A term of 6 weeks would enable the student to move
onto scrapbooks, document folders and portfolio cases
for use in their school activities.

Margaret Scott
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Having run the Beginner Stage I course for the Guild
over the past few years, I have noticed a few things that
consistently cause problems for the participants.

One of these is gluing the cloth prior to setting down the
boards when making the cover (case) for a cased book.
Here are some tips that people may choose to try,
although they may not suit everyone.

I find that most PVA, as supplied, needs thinning with
water. Lighter cloth can buckle and catch on the brush
when applyrng it thick. With a large piece of cloth, it can

be difficult to get all ofthe adhesive down before it starts
setting. To alleviate both of these problems, try thinning
the PVA to a runnier consistency. If it is too thin, there
will not be enough adhesion, but try a few levels.

You may find it easier to glue one half of the cloth and
set down the first board (left or right depending on what
suits you) before gluing the rest of the cloth. Once the
first board is down, it provides a clean frm surface for
your non-gluing hand to press on while gluing up the rest
of the cloth.

Applying adhesive to the main area of the cloth first,
without worrying too much about the edges, may also
help. Once the board and backstrip are down and lined
up, the edges can be glued, corners cut and edges furned
in. It is important when usilg this method to ensure that
the entire surface under the boards is glued.

It is important to accurately line up the boards and the
backstrip on the cloth.
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I have seen binders mark the board with pencil lines or
dots where the corners will sit, but these marks can be

difficult to see under the applied PVA.

Instead, cut the cloth to the correct size by laying on the
unglued boards and backstrip. With everlhing laid out,
make a template in the form of a strip that covers the
whole gap between the boards, including the backstrip.
This is a dummy piece that will be discarded once the
boards and backstrip are laid down on the cloth.

GIue up the bookcloth. Setting the first board down is
easy - just line it up to one of the short sides and evenly
between the to long edges. Then, lightly sit the template
next to the board and set down the backstrip next to it.
Remove the template and set it next to the backstrip on
the on the next to where the other board will sit.

Set down the second board, hning it up to the backstrip.
Remove the template. Don't bed the second board firmly
onto the adhesive yet, but use a straight edge to ensure
the top edges of the two boards (and therefore all the
other edges) are aligned. Firmly press the board down
firmly, and proceed to cut the corners and finish the case.

When gluing up the cloth, put at least two sheets of
waste, Iarger then the cloth area, under the cloth. If the
cloth slips and you are worried there may be PVA on the
other side, just slip the top paper out, bin in, and there
will be a fresh piece underneath, ready to use.
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The correct use of glue and paste is vital to a good

outcome. The following suggestions, which reflect my
own practice, may be useful:
o In older manuals, Glue (usually animal glue)

translates to PVA (or EVA).
o Paste is flour (wheat, rice etc) paste.

o When tipping on endpapers, I use PVA or
PVA/paste mix, as the setting time is less than with
paste.

o LayinB down endpapers - Paste or PVA,/Paste mix.
The setting time for straight PVA means the
endpapers can not be adjusted after they are laid
down.

. Tipping on headbands - PVA.

. Spine lining - PVA or PVA/Paste mix.

. Bookcloth onto board - PVA. Paste does not adhere
well to straight bookcloth. (Incidentally, the reverse
side of many bookcloths can have an interesting
texture, and can often be used as an outer covering.
If doing this it may be necessary to use sandpaper to
roughen the shiny, waterproofed surface prior to
gluing up. To assist adhesion where paste is holding
part of the endpaper to the cloth turn ins, some
binders roughen up the shiny surface of the
bookcloth there as a matter of course.)

o Paper repairs - Paste.
o Leather onto paper - Paste or PVA/paste mix.

John Turner
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Imagine you have written a small collection of poems
that you believe to be excellent, but no one wants to
publish them. The solution is simple: you print them as
booklets on your desktop computer, add an interesting
cover and sew the booklets together using a pamphlet
stitch. You may even add a few illustrations. You can
then contact a shop selling zines, take a market stall or go
to a z;ne fair, such as the one held at the Sydney Museum
of Contemporary Art in Writers' Week, where they may
be traded or sold to other like-minded people. (See
Australian zines at'. Bird in the Hand

http:l/vtww.zineshop. com.au/collections/best-sellers.
Australian Zines and Small Press
http: //groups. google. com/group/zines-aus.

This process is so popular that the Poetry Society of
America has a competition for them. You will notice that
the society calls them chapbooks. (See
http://www.poetrysociety.org/psa/store/chapbooks/. This
is the latest ilcarnation of a publishing process which has
been going on since the sixteenth century. The wandering
ballad singers found that they could have their songs
printed cheaply and often with a crude woodcut as

illustration. They were printed on long strips of rough
paper and sold for small charges such as a halfpenny by
"Flying Stationers", or if a few sample extracts were
recited or sung, sold by "Running Patterers". These
publications, printed on one side only were known as

broadsides.

As the technology of printing improved, the broadsides
included all sorts of prose and rough verse accounts of
popular topics. Some of them were so inflammatory that
they were banned. When Samuel Pepys collected
broadsides and had them bound, he classified them using
these headings:

STREET LITERATURE OLD AND NEW l
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Devotion and Morality.
History - true and fabulous.
Tragedy: viz. Murders, executions, and judgements
ofGod.
State and Times.
Love - pleasant.

Ditto - unpleasant.
Marriage, Cuckoldry, &c.
Sea - love, gallantry & actions.
Drinking and good fellowship.
Humour, frollicks .il^:*t
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stuck on. The covers could be plain, marbled, embossed
or decorated paste papers.

Another popular eighteenth century publication was the
almanac (also spelled almanack and almanach). In
Wikipedia an almanac is described as "an amual
publication that rncludes hformation such as weather
forecasts, farmers' planting dates, and tide tables,
contaiaing tabular information in a particular field or
fields often arranged according to the calendar etc.
Astronomical data and various statistics are also found in
almanacs, such as the times of the rising and setting of
the sun and moon, eclipses, hours of full tide, stated
festivals of churches, terms of courts, lists of all types,
timelines, and more."

An interesting collection of images of Scottish
chapbooks may be seen at
http://www.lib.uoguelph.calresources/archival &_special

-collections/the_collections/di 
gital_col lections/scottish/c

hapbooks.htm.

Eventually, chapbooks for children were produced. The
famous publisher John Newberry had books specially
written for children, with an emphasis on their moral
wellbeing. [n A Nwsery Companion, by Iona and Peter
Opie, we find the following account (p. 7-8): In 1805,
nursery rhymes were not as widely known and beloved
as they are today, and when The Comic Adventures of
Mother Hubbard was published, many thought the tale
was an original composition. It so happened that the
amateur who supplied the sketches for the illustrations
was Sarah Catherine Martin of Portsmouth. The
manuscript she prepared is still in existence. The little
book has leaves about 5 x 4 inches, and was published by
John Harris. It became a best seller, appealing to all ages.
Harris printed twenty editions within a year, hand
coloured, and made a new kind of literatwe fashionable.

Chapbooks rvere popular until the mid nineteenth century
when they gradually faded away as more people became
literate, the inexpensive case binding developed and
affordable books were available to a new t1,pe of reader.

Many young people were proud owners of small printing
presses and produced booklets, cards and newspapers,
but even this gradually diminished. The invention of
desktop publishing with computers and digital printers
suddenly made small scale publishing a possibility for
enthusiasts. So the chapbook has refumed, even if it is
often called a zine.

References:

The History of Street Literature, Leslie Shephard,
Singing Tree Press, USA 1973.

English Popular Art, Lambert and Marx, Merlin Press,
London, 1987

Chapbooks of the Eighteenth Century, John Ashton,
Chatto and Windus, London, 1882.

Adrienne Allen
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The printing was crude, woodblocks were re-used with
abandon many murderers made identical confessions and
Iooked alike, and stories were condensed and garbled yet
still they sold in large numbers.

As more people became literate, the demand for cheap
reading matter was widespread. Itinerant traders known
as chapmen distributed the sheets and because they were
convenient, sheets were designed to be folded into small
booklets that could be sewn by their buyers. Some were
already sewn as small paper covered booklets. The
covers were brightly coloured, ornate printed labels were
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The following article can be found at
http : //rwt+u. tort agiall a. com/ 2 0 I 0/08/ I 6/c hain-or-coptic-
stitch-bookbinding-tutorial/, with more illustrations. I
found the instructions to be quite clear and I hope
readers find the article useful. The Coptic style has an
interesting history qnd has many variations in terms of
stitching, headbands and board mateials and covering.
In its simple form the style is especially suitable for
beginner binders. The article is reprinted with the
permission of the author.

Here's another method of binding your book with an
open spine...a chain stitch or also called coptic stitch
binding. This is a great method for when you have book
covers that are individual boards instead of completely
wrapped around the entle journal. You are basically
binding all the signatures and covers together with a
connected stitch that holds everlthing together tightly,
but with super flexibility. The pages will open up
completely flat and that's a big reason why this method is
so popular. I'm sure you might have seen lots of books
on Etsy bound in this way. There are variations to the
chain stitch (as with everything) but this is how I go
about binding with this technique...

From a materials standpoint, you'll need your cover
boards and paper signatures to go inside. I'm also using a
roll of self-adhesive paper to cover my boards. That's
actually the stuff you stick in your kitchen drawers and
such...very handyl You'll need some string to bind it all
and a needle - here I'm using a curved needle. I also
have my awl and holepuncher to make holes.

The first thing I do is to cover my cover boards with the
decorative paper. You can use fabric or other decorative
papers as well, just finish up your cover boards exactly
how you want them to look bound into the book.

Then I stuck them on the boards, cutting the corners at a
diagonal so that it'll fold over nicely without too much
bulk on the corners. (Don't forget to use a bone folder to
nick in the overhang on each corner prior tofolding over
the turn in. This prevents a point from appearing on the
corner).

You just smooth down one corner and make sure
everythmg is flat rvithout bubbles and continuing
securing the other sides.

Then to cover up the empty side, I put in some dark
brown liner paper...that will be the inside of my journal
cover.

Once my cover boards and paper signatures are ready, I
start to punch my holes for the binding. You don't really
have to space them evenly, just make sure they are
spread throughout the spine to be secure. I marked up my
holes on the cover then punched them out with a

holepuncher.

Then I use the cover as my guide to punch holes in all
my signatures. It's nice to use an awl just because the
hole doesn't need to be huge...it just needs to fit your
string or thread type.

Once your materials are prepped, you are basically ready
to sew. Pretty easy process at this point and not much
different from other binding methods...it's the stitching
pattern that is special in this case. Note that you can have
as many signatures you would like, however once it gets
really fat, the sheer flexibility will allow your signatures
to be more movable and not as "together" in my mind.
They sort of "snake" around... but that's just my
experience.

To start stitching, you go with one board and one
signature inside. You can see I'm starting at the bottom
hole inside the first signature.
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You bring the thread out and under the cover board to
attach it to the signatwe. I like to wrap my thread around
the cover board one more time, so it's a double loop
before puttilg my needle back into the signahre bottom
hole where I came from.

I make sure everlhing is tight and aligrred, then tie a

knot. The important part of this method of binding is
keeping the cover and signatures on top all
aligned...because that's exactly how it's going to end up
rn the end. You want a perfectly aligned stack of
signatures on the covers, nice and tight.

ocotu

From this point, I just move up one hole and repeat the
process oflooping around the cover and coming back up.
Only difference is that there is no knot to tie, you just
keep looping through to attach the sigrature to the cover.

Spring (August) 2011

When you get to the last hole, after looping onto the
cover, instead of going back into the same signature you
stack on another signature and go into that hole.

See how I've come up from the top hole in my second
signature here...then I immediately go to the next hole...

n
_ @Gs

...and on the outside I want to attach this signahrre to
something, but there are no holes to go through like with
the cover. lnstead I loop my thread h between the
signatures below it, in this case the first signature and
cover. Just stick your needle into the left side ofthe stitch
already there and exit to the right of it. This is a kettle
stitch that connects the stitches together and creates the
cool pattern on the binding. It is for this stitch that I use
the curved needle, because it's so much easier to stitch it
in between the signatures.

Here's a close-up of the needle pulling the thread behind
the existing stitch of previous signatures, from the left
side to the right. You are making a little loop to basically
connect the new signahue to the rest ofthe book.

Morocco Bound
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Once you've made this loop, the kettle stitch and

tightened it all, you stick the needle back into the hole
you came from and repeat going down the line of holes.

Again, once I get to the last hole of that signature, after
doing the kettle stitch instead of going into the same

signature again, I add a new signature and go into that
hole.

oGe@

Repeat...repeat...repeat. Once you get the idea, you'll be

able to continue for as many signatures as you have, no
problem! You'll see here I've added all 5 of my
signatwes. There are ways of binding the last signature
with the cover together...but I find it all confusing. So I
bind all my signatures in the same fashion until there are
none left.

Then when I just have the cover left to bind, I sort of do
the same thing, but weaving through the last signature
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again. This means the sipature will have a double thread

inside, but I don't mind that for the ease of understanding
the process.

With my kettle stitch done on the last sigpature, to add

the cover I go through the same process... I do my
double loop around the cover, kettle stitch to attach it
securely to the book and then go back into the signature

of paper. I move up one hole and repeat the steps...

When I get to the last hole, instead of going back into the
paper signature, I actually go in between the cover and
paper signature. I loop it around that stitch and tie a knot
here to finish binding the book. Pretty easy! One of these

days I might learn another method, but this works really
nicely for me anyway!

o{:e@

You'll end up with a book that has a snazzy binding
stitch showing, very neat and secure. You'll notice that
the kettle stitches create a column of "v" or 't" lookrng
pattern in the binding. The very left and right holes will
look like half of that design, sirce it's the edge.
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I like this kind of binding and find it very useful, but it's
not the easiest and does require a lot precision in the
tightening and lining up...otherwise things will be oddly
hanging around or crooked. I often end up tightening a
bit too much, so that the book doesn't even close
completely from the tightness. tn this case, I put some
paperweights on top for a day and it all evens
out...thread always seems to stretch a bit!

There are many other coptic and chain stitching tutorials,
so don't hesitate to find a youtube video that shows the
process, etc. It's not complicated to understand, just a bit
tedious depending how many signatures you have.
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Bookbinding is complex craft and many processes have a

large number of steps. Most of these steps are there for a

reason and have been worked out over time by many
practitioners. This is not to say that the old ways can not
be improved upon, but sticking to tried and proven
principles and getting the little things right will reap
dividends for the binder, resulting h better constructed,
tighter and better looking books.

One of the steps that seem to have fallen almost into
disuse is the practice of knocking down the sections
when sewing (with or without a sewing frame). This is
achieved with a knocking down stick, a piece of wood
generally about 30cm in length, with one half having a

cylindrical section handle and the other half being sqwre
in section, weighted with a piece of lead or steel inserted
into the core.

The sections are tapped with the stick as sewing
progresses, this having the effect offlattening the section
over the thread. With softer paper, the thread is
consolidated into the sheets. The end result should be a
book with a tighter, more compact feel.

While on the subject of sewing, the practice of sewing
'two on' or 'three on' appears to be also little used these

days. Sewing in this way is very helpful when there are

many sections, which would otherwise result in excessive
swell at the spine due to the amount of thread used. It
works best, with minimal reduction in binding strength,
when three tapes or cords are used.

In sewing two on, the frst two and last two sections are
generally sewn in the normal fashion, but for the other
sections, the thread passing from one kettle stitch to the
other is shared between two sections, thus reducing the
volume of thread in the sewn book.

Pass the sewing needle from the end kettle stitch on the
second section sewn, up into the third section and along
inside the section between the kettle stitch and the first
tape or cord. Then pass the around the tape or cord and

up into the fourth section where it passes along the inside
of the section between the first and second tapes. Then
down to the third section, around the second tape or cord,
inside the section and along on the inside to the third
tape, out and around it and up again to the fourth section,
where it exits at the kettle stitch. Lay on the fifth and
sixth sections, and the remaining consecutive pairs, and
repeat the process. As stated previously, the last two
sections are sewn il the normal manner to add strength.

BACK TO THE OLD WAYS
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